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GoFaster continues with V5R4
The “interactive virtual card” known as GoFaster is going to extend its life for long time since
very soon it will be able to work under the V5R4 version for OS/400 or i5/OS. On the other hand it has
been decide to extend its capacity to the V4R3 version since it has been noticed that several users are
comfortable enough with this version and, assisted by GoFaster can still prolong this situation for
several years more.
Due to the voluntary cease by the business that produced the Fast400 program in December
2005 (see www.fast.400.com) the GoFaster stays as the ideal alternative to solve economically the
limited artificial performance by the AS/400 in most of its different models and families.
In some countries such as USA, Germany, United Kingdom lots of Fast400 copies had been sold
with temporary licenses, which once arrived their expiration date can find in GoFaster the solution to
obtain an interactive performance without restrictions.
A special commercial and technical
helpdesk has been created to ease the
transfer of licenses from Fast400 to updated
licenses which will allow you to enjoy all the
potential of GoFaster.
This way, the circumstances in which it
was decided to contract software to improve
the interactive performance of the AS/400 or
iSeries 400 won’t be altered since GoFaster
can even improve Fast400 performance.
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News on GoFaster
As always, new small variations are added
to enhance the mission of liberating interactive
adapting to the new versions and modifications
occurred in the OS/400.
Two very interesting dynamic screens have
been added to the product:
a) Configurations Partitions Viewer.
b) Consume Group Viewers. Depending
on user jobs or operation systems tasks and
interactive or batch jobs.
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The intelligent buy
In the USA a high level of acquisitions of
GoFaster’s licenses is being registered due to its
progressive incorporation to the total of them already
installed.
This has been empowered in the lasts months
thanks to the market’s disappearance of Fast400,
which has allowed GoFaster to become its natural
technological heir.
GoFaster has been declared “The intelligent buy”
by a USA users association thanks to its simplicity on
application and because of its affordable price.
But the more surprising real novelty is that
GoFaster is contracted NOT ONLY because of the
necessities of the AS/400 worked with, this is to
enhance our configuration and prolong its
amortization, BUT that the AS/400 or i5 is ordered
incorporating the GoFaster in the investment planning!
Thinking “GoFaster” allows you to acquire
machines with a low interactive level but with a high
power. This kind of machines is normally from the
Software group P05 that is why you can get a better
price in the IBM’s software subscriptions. I.e., a model
830-24D8 (P30) has a 70 CPW interactive and a 4200
CPW ceiling; with GoFaster the interactive becomes
4200 CPW without changing Software Group.
Following IBM’s tariffs changing to a 120 CPW
interactive means to upgrade to a P40 and a
noticeable increase in price and each interactive step
up means a new increase in prices.
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